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Social Media has always been a big Idea and something that everyone has used for a long 

time.The articles to r(An Article called “Teenage Social Media Butterflies” By Melissa 

Healy(Article A),an article written by Hillary Scott called  Anti Social Networking(Article 

B)And Infographic research about social media statistics by some college students(Article 

C).Social media like Facebook, Twitter, Snapchat etc….. have taken over about 2 billion 

people!Social media's help out the world and make communication through social media better 

by longer-range socializing, Convenient communication, and help you with socializing skills. 

To start off, social media can create long-range communication. Most people had to wait 

a whole year to talk again and see their family members,But now it's easier to communicate these 

days. As the College students stated ,“A report by the research of the U.S teens text messages 

regularly,⅓ would rather text a friend than face to face”(Resource C).I know Individuals might 

be like doesn’t this also mean that Social media is bad and doesn’t help but this can mean that 

friends can communicate from far and not have to leave their house and just talk in person when 

they're at there house.Article C Claimed that “Results of the survey indicate the importance of 

social   media use of communication tools to friends and family”(Resource C). This shows 

people communicate with family from far  away or just talk to them. Also it's really good to talk 

to family members and just say how's it been or what's been going on. All of this  research can 

prove that social media has really helped with longer range communication. 
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Equally as important to the first reason is Faster communication.Faster communication 

has always been a thing that people wanted and now we do As some college students said 

“Facebook is used primarily by students to maintain relationships from close or far”(Resouce C). 

this really makes people have faster communication and to not break relationships and to contact 

people quickly.As stated in Article C “New developments in the technological world have made 

the internet more innovative”(Resouce C). This means it made it faster,new and reliable.The 

internet and websites like facebook Have made it faster to communicate all over the world.This 

can be amazing in many situations in life like a couple or friends or even projects due that you 

can go in person.  

Last but not least,most resources I read were saying that social media is bad for kids and 

doesn't make people socialize. Hilary Stout confirmed “Some researchers believe that the 

impersonal nature of texting and online communication may make it easier for shy kids to 

connect with others”.This backs up the Facebook makes teenagers orchids socialize if they are 

shy and anyway. Kids  Mostly feel protected or Anonymous and social media sites or at least less 

nervous.Hilary Stout also claims “ Social Media helps with anxiety”. Anxiety is like the feeling 

of being nervous in some way. social media site for really makes kids feel less anxious and more 

confident.This really proves how social media affects social skills.  

In conclusion social media isn't all that bad.Social media really help with socializing 

skills this is really very important because it helps people communicate and be better in life in a 

way.Social media can also be helpful and make  people communicate from further distances, 

communicate  faster,and  help you with your socializing skills. and that's how the world became 

a better place with a little thing called social media.  


